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I. 字彙  
(A) 選出下列各題同義字 
1. forbidden          (A) available  (B) not allowed  (C) allowed  (D) not available  (E) forgetful 
2. inferior            (A) good     (B) bad      (C) worse     (D) better than  (E) well 
3. nonviolent    (A) peaceful   (B) not peaceful   (C) brutal     (D) not cheerful  (E) cruel  
4. complex    (A) common   (B) complicated   (C) uncommon   (D) uncomplicated (E) simplified 
5. conversion   (A) change  (B) dialogue      (C) talking      (D) occurrence    (E) argument 
6. lessen             (A) study   (B) increase   (C) class        (D) discriminate   (E) decrease 
7. “Illiterate”means a person who      (A) is intelligent   (B) doesn’t know how to read or write (C) is a great writer  
                                 (D) is a great artist. (E) is stupid. 
(B) 選出最佳的答案來完成句子 
8. Some people have the habit of ___ their teeth while they sleep. 

(A)winding  (B)grinding  (C)bitten  (D)ground (E)turning  
9. An immigrant plans to stay in a new country ___.  

(A)permanently (B)temporarily (C)apparently (D)doubtfully (E)frankly  
10. The heart is a large muscle that ___ blood through the arteries. 

(A) breaths  (B)exercising  (C)pumps (D)located (E)breath  
11. Mark ___ red hair from his mother. 
  (A)encouraged (B)is like   (C)looks like  (D)inherited  (E)was like 
12. A new diet can cause general ___, when people feel worried and nervous about what is going to happen.  
  (A)happiness (B)exciting  (C)worried (D)sad   (E)anxiety   
13. The batteries for my new camera are ___. I just plug them in overnight, and in the morning, they are as good as new. 

(A)powerful  (B)rechargeable (C)valuable (D)complicated(E)replaceable 
14. Hot and cold weather ___ people in different ways. 

(A)influence (B)effects   (C)efficient (D)affecting  (E)affects 
(C) 選出劃線的字最合適的意義 
15. The teacher distributed the tests and the students started working on them.    
(A)collected  (B)announced  (C)corrected     (D)passed out    (E)discussed 
16. What the answer when you add these figures: 739, 526 and 43?    
(A)characters  (B)kilometers  (C)kilos      (D)numbers    (E)miles 
17. A shortage of food in a poor country can cause people to die of hunger.    
(A)poor farmland (B) not enough (C)plants that are not tall enough (D)rich and nutritious  (E)convenient 
18. Mrs. Johnson told her son, “Stop fighting with your sister.  If you don’t behave, you’ll have to go to bed right now.”     
(A)calm down  (B) slow down  (C)act correctly    (D)stay awake    (E) fight 
19. After 3 weeks at sea, the sailors were happy to go ashore in Singapore.    
(A)to the land  (B)for the weekend(C)swimming     (D)for the summer vacation  (E) sunshine 
20. Paulo was confident that he could save someone’s life after he took a CPR class.    
(A)happy  (B)sure   (C)process      (D)volunteer    (E)belief 
III. 文法結構與修辭 
21. Anita doesn’t usually _____ her clothes. She just leaves them on the bed. 
(A)put off   (B)leave out  (C)put away  (D)make up  (E)drop in 
22. If I _____ wings, I could fly all over the world. 
(A)have    (B)has   (C)have had  (D)had   (E)had had 
23.When _____ in1981, the new port will accommodate vessels of up to 100,000 tons. 
(A)completed   (B)completes  (C)completing  (D)it completed (E)it was completing 
24.Architects and engineers who built high-rise buildings had to prevent the buildings_____ moving in the wind. 
(A)in    (B) at   (C)from   (D)into   (E) to    
25.We had the phone _____ because we are moving tomorrow. 
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(A)connection   (B)was connected (C)disconnected (D)is disconnected  (E)connected  
26.Plants in the desert may appear _____ for months or even years, but when it begins to rain, the plants seem to come to life 

overnight. 
(A)died    (B)dead   (C)is dead   (D)death    (E) die  
27.Chinese and English are the two languages that _____ in all the high schools here in Taiwan. 
(A)are teaching  (B)are taught  (C)will teach  (D)is teaching   (E)is teaching 
28. By the time you graduate, I shall have been _____ here for five years. 
(A)work    (B)worked  (C)works   (D)to work   (E)working 
29. It makes no difference to me _____ he will come or not. 
(A)how    (B)why   (C)when   (D)whether   (E) that       
30. Kung Fu is a health-giving exercise _____ strengthens the muscle and calms the nerves. 
(A)when    (B)what   (C)that   (D)how    (E) where   
31. The woman spoke_____ rapidly that I couldn’t understand her. 
(A)such    (B)as   (C)like   (D)for    (E) so    
32. To see his parents, he will be back_____ one or two days. 
(A)after    (B)in   (C)on   (D)at    (E)at  
33. They warned him not _____ any noise. 
(A)made    (B)making  (C)make   (D)to make   (E)is making 
34.  They refine the sap from sugar maples _____ it into syrup. 
(A)to boil    (B)boiled   (C)with boiling (D)by boiling   (E)be boiled  
35. Not until the age of forty _____. 
(A)did she marry  (B)she marry  (C)she married (D)she did marry  (E)she marries 
36. Tom is not quite _____ as his sister. 
(A)good as a student (B)as good a student(C)as a good student(D)an as good student (E)good as an student 
37. The chair _____ he is sitting is good. 
(A)on that   (B) that   (C) on which   (D)which            (E) who  
38. Solar energy, energy from the sun, _____ clean, easily available and free, if the equipment is available. 
(A)have    (B)has   (C)be    (D)are     (E)is  
39. Earthquakes are not just _____ anywhere but happen in certain areas, places where pieces of the earth’s surface meet. 
(A)scattered   (B)scattering  (C)been scattering  (D)have scattering   (E)has scattering 
40.Specialists on almost everything in our environment, including biologists, biochemists, and people from different areas of 

agriculture, ___________ on these projects. 
(A)is working   (B) works  (C)has been working(D)work     (E)be working  
III.閱讀測驗 

(A) What is it that even the financially poorest person can give generously and that even the richest person still needs? 
Furthermore, it may be offered for a minutely brief moment, but its effects can last a lifetime. Finally it is priceless. The 
answer is: a smile. Interestingly, there are two kinds of smiles-voluntary and involuntary. A newborn child may be 
noticed grinning, often after the first few weeks of being born. Since at that age a newborn cannot yet discern the funny 
from the serious, such smiles are involuntary and are simply a reflex of workings of the central nervous system. 
However, from about six weeks onward, a toddler’s smiles may be more in response to a familiar voice or face. Doctors 
and scientists marvel at the effects of a simple smile, not only on the one receiving it, but on the individual producing it. 
Speech therapists report that the mere gesture of smiling produces an electrical stimulus that affects the pituitary gland. 
Following, this gland emits endorphins that make us feel better. Therefore, a smile a day can keep the doctor away. 

41.What is the main idea of this passage?  
(A) The phrases of growth of a newborn baby. 
(B) The scientific findings by speech therapists regarding the disadvantages of smiling. 
(C) The interesting and beneficial phenomenon of smiling. 
(D) The similarities in needs of the impoverished and the affluent alike. 
(E) The smile differences between a newborn baby and a toddler.  

42. What is/ are the key word(s) of this passage? 
(A) Priceless. 
(B) Newborn. 
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(C) Courage. 
(D) Endorphins. 
(E) A smile 

43.What is the passage really trying to convey? 
(A) The more one smiles, the greater its effect on the one smiling and others. 
(B) A newborn’s smiling within the first few weeks of life should not be taken as voluntary. 
(C) The gesture of smiling results in the decreased release of endorphins by the pituitary gland, making one feel better. 
(D) That smiling has endless value and is needed often by newborns on the part of their parents. 
(E) A toddler’s smiling should be taken as involuntary. 

44.What might those who are often stern think about after reading this passage? 
(A) They should consult a speech therapist to learn how to smile.  
(B) They are not bettering their health by being so serious. 
(C) They should pay more attention to the smiles of their newborns. 
(D) They should seek out poor people and give to them generously. 
(E) They should persuade rich people to be happier.   

45.What would be an appropriate title if this were a magazine article? 
(A) Doctors-Tell your Patients to Smile! 
(B) Pay Attention to Your Newborn’s Smiles 
(C) Smiles-Voluntary and Involuntary 
(D) A Smile a Day Keeps the Doctor Away 
(E) A Smile in the Childhood 

(B) CNN ANCHOR 
 The U.S. president is turning his focus to the country’s economic malaise.  His plan to fight unemployment includes a 
huge tax cut, and that’s drawing opposition from lawmakers and from taxpayers.  Chris Burns reports. 
 Wrapping up a domestic version of shock and awe, President Bush now aims to push his tax-cut bill through Congress. 
(It is ) part of a nationwide blitz.  Mr. Bush is riding his lofty poll ratings from the Iraq war as he battles Democrats and  
moderate Republicans over a tax plan intended as an economic shot in the arm. 
 (Bush is trying) to avoid the regime change his father, President Bush, suffered when he won the Gulf War, but lost to Bill  
Clinton on the economy.  In his weekend radio address, the president called on Congress to approve the package originally set  
At $726 billion in tax cuts over 10 years.  The House proposes 550 billion and the Senate, 350. 
GEORGE W. BUSH, U.S. PRESIDENT 
 Some members of Congress support tax relief, but say my proposal is too big.  Since they are already agreed that tax relief creates 

jobs, it doesn’t make sense to provide less tax relief, and therefore create fewer jobs. 

46. President George Bush Sr. lost to Bill Clinton because of _____ 
(A)economic problems  (B)Gulf War  (C)racial discrimination  (D) foreign affairs  (E)financial problems 
47. U.S. President Bush proposes_____ tax cut bill.  
(A)550 billion    (B) 350 billion  (C)726 billion    (D)10 billion   (E) less than 10 billion 
48. After the Iraq war, President Bush is riding a _____ poll ratings. 
(A)low     (B)high   (C)less     (D)much       (E)many 
49. According to this report, the U.S. president pays more attention on his country’s _____ 
(A)foreign affairs   (B)Asian problems (C)economic malaise  (D) racial discrimination(E)wars  
50. President Bush thinks ______Congress members agree with his tax relief.   
(A) many     (B) a little  (C)non     (D)some          (E)not much 
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